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COMPANY PROFILE  

 

Back in 1996, fifteen Italian companies gathered into the Art Design Group in order to cooperate 

and spread Made in Italy luxury furniture across the world. Although each company has a strong 

personality, some characteristics can be said to be fully shared: the quality of materials, ancient 

manufacturing techniques, innovation and continuous research. Doing so, Art Design Group 

echoes the typical Italian craftsmanship and taste in the creation of design items, which have 

always been synonymous with beauty and excellence. 

 

ADG groups different design realities with different types of products: from lighting to furnishing 

accessories, from kitchens to home decoration. Ceppi Style and Angelo Cappellini are two 

companies that place themselves in the classical furniture sector, developing exclusive products of 

fine craftsmanship. Turri, Vismara Design and Florence Collection deal with the luxury furniture 

market, which is characterised by modern and fashionable pieces of furniture and design. The 

company Masca, working in the sector of luxury lighting, develops high-impact products and 

lighting fixtures of great scenic beauty. Barj Buzzoni is specialised in the creation of impressive and 

valuable handmade paintings that echo ancient art techniques. Turati T4, Mobilform, Salcom, Art 

Nova, L.A. Vetreria, B.Lab Italia, Altacom and Vetraria Vismara close the circle, placing themselves 

in the modern furniture sector with products whose profiles are essential and minimal. 

 

Art Design Group embraces the whole Italian territory, with many companies based in Lombardy – 

especially in Brianza, which is well-known for its manufacturing industry – and others in Romagna, 

Veneto and even Tuscany, a renowned region of ancient traditions and high quality materials. ADG 

aim is to promote Made in Italy excellence across the world by taking part in global exhibitions 

and events. What characterises the group and its members is the constant attention to detail, 

quality and all production phases, in an attempt to achieve more and more stimulating goals, to 

aim for the top and to chase perfection. 


